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Abstract. Conventional multi-label recognition methods often focus on
label confidence, frequently overlooking the pivotal role of partial order
relations consistent with human preference. To resolve these issues, we
introduce a novel method for multimodal label relevance ranking, named
Label Relevance Ranking with Proximal Policy Optimization (LR2PPO),
which effectively discerns partial order relations among labels. LR2PPO
first utilizes partial order pairs in the target domain to train a reward
model, which aims to capture human preference intrinsic to the specific
scenario. Furthermore, we meticulously design state representation and
a policy loss tailored for ranking tasks, enabling LR2PPO to boost the
performance of label relevance ranking model and largely reduce the re-
quirement of partial order annotation for transferring to new scenes. To
assist in the evaluation of our approach and similar methods, we further
propose a novel benchmark dataset, LRMovieNet, featuring multimodal
labels and their corresponding partial order data. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that our LR2PPO algorithm achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance, proving its effectiveness in addressing the multimodal label
relevance ranking problem. Codes and the proposed LRMovieNet dataset
are publicly available at https://github.com/ChazzyGordon/LR2PPO.

Keywords: Label Relevance Ranking · Reinforcement Learning · Mul-
timodal

1 Introduction

Multi-label recognition, a fundamental task in computer vision, aims to identify
all possible labels contained within a variety of media forms such as images and
videos. Visual or multimodal recognition is broadly applied in areas such as
scene understanding, intelligent content moderation, recommendation systems,
surveillance systems, and autonomous driving. However, due to the complexity
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Reggie and Dyle spend one-third of their time
trying to figure out which of the two remaining
cutthroats killed Scobie and Charles, and the rest
of the time flirting, first near L‘Île de la Cité and
then back in her room (where Dyle famously takes
a shower with his clothes on) …...

FlirtingShowerMan

Confidence and Relevance Scores 

. . . Room

Fig. 1: Illustration of the Difference between Label Confidence and Label
Relevance. This figure provides an example of a movie footage consisting of three
consecutive keyframes and its scene description. Generally, conventional label confi-
dence tends to place more emphasis on the tangible objects, whereas the proposed
label relevance better reveals the relations between labels and the real scene which
they correspond to. As shown in the top right histogram, label confidence models tend
to assign a higher level of confidence to the label ‘Man’ due to its higher frequency of
occurrence within the context. In contrast, the label ‘Flirting ’ is more closely aligned
with the primary theme of the movie scene, resulting in a higher label relevance score.

of the real world, simple label recognition often proves to be insufficient, as it
treats all predicted labels equally without considering the priority of human
preferences. A feasible solution could be to rank all the labels according to their
relevance to a specific scene. This approach would allow participants to focus
on labels with high scene relevance, while reducing the importance of secondary
labels, regardless of their potentially high label confidence.

In contrast to predicting label confidence, the task of label relevance consti-
tutes a more challenging problem that cannot be sufficiently tackled via methods
such as calibration [21, 30, 31, 40], as the main objective of these methods is to
correct label biases or inaccuracies to improve model performance, rather than
establishing relevance between the label and the input data. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, label confidence typically refers to the estimation from a model about
the probability of a label’s occurrence, while label relevance primarily denotes
the significance of the label to the primary theme of multimodal inputs. The
observation also demonstrates that relevance labels bear a closer alignment with
human preferences. Understandably, ranking the labels in order of relevance can
be employed to emphasize the important labels.

Recently, Learning to Rank (LTR) methods [1, 7–9, 13, 14, 35, 38, 44, 54, 59]
have been explored to tackle ranking problems. However, the primary focus of
ranking techniques is based on retrieved documents or recommendation lists,
rather than on the target label set. Therefore, these approaches are not directly
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and effectively applicable to address the problem of label relevance ranking due
to the data and task setting.

In addition to LTR, there is a more theoretical branch of research that deals
with the problem of ranking labels, known as label ranking [5, 6, 11, 12, 15, 16,
18–20, 22, 26, 28, 29, 50]. However, previous works on label ranking are oblivious
to the semantic information of the label classes. Therefore, the basis for ranking
is the difference between the positive and negative instances within each class
label, rather than truly ranking the labels based on the difference in relevance
between the label and the input.

Recognizing the significance of label relevance and acknowledging the re-
search gap in this field, our study pioneers an investigation into the relevance
between labels and multimodal inputs of video clips. We rank the labels with the
relevance scores, thereby facilitating participants to extract primary labels of the
clip. To show the difference in relevance between distinct labels and the video
clips, we develop a multimodal label relevance dataset LRMovieNet with rele-
vance categories annotation. Expanded from MovieNet [24], LRMovieNet con-
tains various types of multimodal labels and a broad spectrum of label semantic
levels, making it more capable of representing situations in the real world.

Intuitively, label relevance ranking can be addressed by performing a simple
regression towards the ground truth relevance score. However, this approach has
some obvious shortcomings: firstly, the definition of relevance categories does not
perfectly conform to human preferences for label relevance. Secondly, the range
of relevance scores cannot accurately distinguish the differences in relevance
between labels, which limits the accuracy of the label relevance ranking model,
especially when transferring to a new scenario. Given the above shortcomings, it
is necessary to design a method that directly takes advantage of the differences
in relevance between different labels and multimodal inputs to better and more
efficiently transfer the label relevance ranking ability from an existing scenario
to a new one. For clarity, we term the original scenario as source domain, and
the new scenario with new labels or new video clips as target domain.

By introducing a new state definition and policy loss suitable for the label
relevance ranking task, our LR2PPO algorithm is able to effectively utilize the
partial order relations in the target domain. This makes the ranking model more
in line with human preferences, significantly improving the performance of the
label relevance ranking algorithm. Specifically, we train a reward model over the
partial order annotation to align with human preference in the target domain,
and then utilize it to guide the training of the LR2PPO framework. It is suffi-
cient to train the reward model using a few partial order annotations from the
target domain, along with partial order pair samples augmented from the source
domain. Since partial order annotations can better reflect human preferences
for primary labels compared to relevance category definitions, this approach can
effectively improve the label relevance ranking performance in the target domain.

The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:

1. We recognize the significant role of label relevance, and analyze the limi-
tations of previous ranking methods when dealing with label relevance. To
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solve this problem, we propose a multimodal label relevance ranking ap-
proach to rank the labels according to the relevance between label and the
multimodal input. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
explore the ranking in the perspective of label relevance.

2. To better generalize the capability to new scenarios, we design a paradigm
that transfers label relevance ranking ability from the source domain to the
target domain. Besides, we propose the LR2PPO (Label Relevance Ranking
with Proximal Policy Optimization) to effectively mine the partial order
relations among labels.

3. To better evaluate the effectiveness of LR2PPO, we annotate each video clip
with corresponding class labels and their relevance order of the MovieNet
dataset [24], and develop a new multimodal label relevance ranking bench-
mark dataset, LRMovieNet (Label Relevance of MovieNet). Comprehensive
experiments on this dataset and traditional LTR datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed LR2PPO algorithm.

2 Related Works

2.1 Learning to Rank

Learning to rank methods can be categorized into pointwise, pairwise, and list-
wise approaches. Classic algorithms include Subset Ranking [13], McRank [35],
Prank [14] (pointwise), RankNet, LambdaRank, LambdaMart [7] (pairwise), and
ListNet [9], ListMLE [54], DLCM [1], SetRank [44], RankFormer [8] (listwise).
Generative models like miRNN [59] estimate the entire sequence directly for
optimal sequence selection. These methods are primarily used in information
retrieval and recommender systems, and differ from label relevance ranking in
that they typically rank retrieved documents or recommendation list rather than
labels. Meanwhile, label ranking [5, 6, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18–20, 22, 26, 28, 29, 50] is a
rather theoretical research field that investigates the relative order of labels in a
closed label set. These methods typically lack perception of the textual semantic
information of categories, mainly learning the order relationship based on the
difference between positive and negative instances in the training set, rather than
truly according to the relevance between the label and the input. In addition,
these methods heavily rely on manual annotation, which also limits their appli-
cation in real-world scenarios. Moreover, these methods have primarily focused
on single modality, mainly images, and object labels, suitable for relatively sim-
ple scenarios. These methods differ significantly from our proposed LR2PPO,
which for the first time explores the ranking of multimodal labels according to
the relevance between labels and input. LR2PPO also handles a diverse set of
multimodal labels, including not only objects but also events, attributes, and
character identities, which are often more challenging and crucial in real-world
multimodal video label relevance ranking scenarios.
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2.2 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is a research field of great significance. Classic reinforce-
ment learning methods, including algorithms like Monte Carlo [4], Q-Learning
[53], DQN [42], DPG [51], DDPG [37], TRPO [48], etc., are broadly employed
in gaming, robot control, financial trading, etc. Recently, Proximal Policy Opti-
mization (PPO [49]) algorithm proposed by OpenAI enhances the policy update
process, achieving significant improvements in many tasks. InstructGPT [43]
adopts PPO for human preference feedback learning, significantly improving the
performance of language generation. In order to make the ranking model more
effectively understand the human preference inherent in the partial order annota-
tion from the target domain, we adapt the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
algorithm to the label relevance ranking task. By designing state definitions and
policy loss tailored for label relevance ranking, partial order relations are effec-
tively mined in accordance with human preference, improving the performance
of label relevance ranking model.

2.3 Vision-Language Pretraining

Works in this area include two-stream models like CLIP [47], ALIGN [27], and
single-stream models like ViLBERT [41], UNITER [10], UNIMO [36], SOHO
[25], ALBEF [34], VLMO [3], TCL [55], X-VLM [57], BLIP [33], BLIP2 [32],
CoCa [56]. These works are mainly applied in tasks like Visual Question Answer-
ing (VQA), visual entailment, visual grounding, multimodal retrieval, etc. Our
proposed LR2PPO also applies to multimodal inputs, using two-stream Trans-
formers to extract visual and textual features, which are then fused through the
cross attention module for subsequent label relevance score prediction.

3 Method

3.1 Preliminary

Definition 1 (Label Confidence). Given a multi-label classification task with
a set of labels L = {l1, l2, . . . , ln}, an instance x is associated with a label subset
Lx ⊆ L. The label confidence of a label li for instance x, denoted as C(li|x), is
defined as the probability that li is a correct label for x, i.e.,

C(li|x) = P (li ∈ Lx|x). (1)

Definition 2 (Label Relevance). The label relevance of a label li for instance
x, denoted as R(li|x), is defined as the degree of association between li and x,
i.e.,

R(li|x) = f(li, x), (2)

where f is a function that measures the degree of association between li and x.
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Given V video clips, where the j-th clip consists of frames F j = [F j
0 , F

j
1 , ..., F

j
N−1],

with N representing the total number of frames extracted from a video clip, and
j ranging from 0 to V −1. Each video clip is accompanied by text descriptions T j

and a set of recognized labels denoted as Lj , where Lj = {lj0, l
j
1, ..., l

j
i , ..., l

j
|Lj |−1},

and |Lj | is the number of labels in the j-th video clip. The objective of label
relevance ranking is to learn a ranking function frank : F j , T j ,Lj → U j , where
U j = [uj

0, u
j
1, ..., u

j
i , ..., u

j
|Lj |−1] represents the ranking result of the label set Lj .

3.2 Label Relevance Ranking with Proximal Policy Optimization
(LR2PPO)

Weights

Actor

Reward

Critic

!

!

!

!

❄

All Data
w/o Annotations

C1 C2 C3 C4
GT Ranking Label

(C1,C2)

Ordered  Label Pair 
(C2,C1) (C3,C4) (C4,C3)

Predicted Relevance 

Aligned Preference 

State Estimation Value 

Target Current

Objective

Source
Domain

Target 
Domain

Preference 
Relations

Stage 1 

Stage 2

Stage 3 

! Model
Training ❄ Model

Freezing

Fig. 2: Illustration of the training paradigm of LR2PPO. Each stage takes
multimodal data as input but differs in terms of specific data division and annotation
type. Technically, in Stage 1, data from the source domain is employed to establish
a label relevance ranking base model (i.e., Actor). Stage 2 involves preference data
to train a Reward model. Finally, in Stage 3, Critic model interacts with the first
two models and all data w/o annotations is utilized to boost the performance of the
Actor , which will solely be applied in the inference stage.

We now present the details of our LR2PPO. As depicted in Fig. 2, LR2PPO
primarily consists of three network modules: actor, reward, and critic, and the
training can be divided into 3 stages. We first discuss the relations between three
training stages, and then we provide a detailed explanation of each stage.
Relations between 3 Training Stages. We use a two-stream Transformer
to handle multimodal input and train three models in LR2PPO: actor, reward,
and critic. In stage 1, the actor model is supervised on the source domain to
obtain a label relevance ranking base model. Stages 2 and 3 generalize the actor
model to the target domain. In stage 2, the reward model is trained with a few
annotated label pairs in the target domain and augmented pairs in the source
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domain. In stage 3, reward and critic networks are initialized with the stage
2 reward model. Then, actor and critic are jointly optimized under LR2PPO
with label pair data, guided by the stage 2 reward model, to instruct the actor
network with partial order relations in the target domain. Finally, the optimized
actor network, structurally identical to the stage 1 actor, is used as the final
label relevance ranking network, adding no inference overhead.
Stage 1. Label Relevance Ranking Base Model. During Stage 1, the train-
ing of the label relevance ranking base model adopts a supervised paradigm,
i.e., it is trained on the source domain based on manually annotated relevance
categories (high, medium and low). The label relevance ranking base network
accepts multimodal inputs of multiple video frames F j , text descriptions T j ,
and text label set Lj . For a video clip, each text label is concatenated with text
descriptions. Then ViT [17] and Roberta [39] are utilized to extract visual and
textual features, respectively. Subsequently, the multimodal features are fused
through the cross attention module. Finally, through the regression head, the
relevance score of each label is predicted, and the SmoothL1Loss is calculated
based on the manually annotated relevance categories as the final loss, which
can be formulated as:

LSmoothL1(p) =

{
0.5(p− y)2/β if |p− y| < β

|p− y| − 0.5β otherwise,
(3)

where p and y are the predicted and ground truth relevance score of a label
in a video clip, respectively. y = 2, 1, 0 corresponds to high, medium and low
relevance, respectively. β is a hyper-parameter.
Stage 2. Reward Model. We train a reward model on the target domain in
stage 2. With a few label pair annotations on the target domain, along with aug-
mented pairs sampled from the source domain, the reward model can be trained
to assign rewards to the partial order relationships between label pairs of a given
clip. This kind of partial order relation annotation aligns with human perference
of label relevance ranking, thus benefiting relevance ranking performance with
limited annotation data. In a video clip, the reward model takes the concatena-
tion of the initial pair of labels and the same labels in reranked order (in ground
truth order of relevance or in reverse) as input, and predicts the reward of the
pair in reranked order through the initial pair. The loss function adopted for the
training of the reward model can be formulated as:

LRM (gini, gc) = max(0,mR − (R([gini, gc])−R([gini,flip(gc)]))), (4)

where gini and gc represent the initial label pair and the pair in ground truth
order respectively, [·, ·] means concatenation of two label pairs, flip(·) means
flipping the order of the label pair, and R(·) denotes the reward model. mR is a
margin hyperparameter.
Stage 3. LR2PPO. Stage 3 builds upon the first two training stages to jointly
train the LR2PPO framework. To better address the issues in the label relevance
ranking, we modify the state definition and policy loss in the original PPO. We
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redefine the state st as the order of a group of labels (specifically, a label pair)
at timestep t, with the initial state s0 being the original label order at input.
The policy network (aka. actor model) predicts the relevance score of the labels
and ranks them from high to low to obtain a new label order as next state st+1,
which is considered a state transition, or action at. This process can be regarded
as the policy πθ of state transition. The combination of state st (the initial label
pair) and action at (implicitly representing the reranked pair) is evaluated by
the reward model to obtain a reward rt.

We denote the target value function estimate at time step t as V target
t , which

can be formulated as:

V target
t = rt + γrt+1 + γ2rt+2 + . . .+ γT−t−1rT−1 + γT−tVωold

(sT ) , (5)

where Vωold
(sT ) denotes the old value function estimate at state sT . ω is the

trainable parameters of an employed state value network (aka. critic model)
Vω(·), while Vωold

(·) represents the old state value network. γ is the discount
factor. T is the terminal time step. We can further obtain the advantage Ât esti-
mate at time step t via the target value V target

t and the critic model’s prediction
for the value of the current state st:

Ât = V target
t − Vωold

(st), (6)

where Vωold
(st) denotes the old value function estimate at state st.

In typical reinforcement learning tasks, such as gaming, decision control,
language generation, etc., PPO usually takes the maximum component in the
vector of predicted action probability distribution to obtain the ratio item of
policy loss. (See supplementary for more details.) However, in the label relevance
ranking task, it requires a complete probability vector to represent the change
in label order, i.e., a state transition. Thus, it is difficult to directly build the
ratio item of policy loss from action probability.

To address this problem, we first define the partial order function, i.e.:

Hpartial(p
1
t , p

2
t ) = max(0,m− (p1t − p2t )), (7)

where p1t and p2t represent the predicted scores of the input label pair by the actor
network at time step t , i.e., πθ(at|st) , and m is a margin hyperparameter, which
helps the model better distinguish between correct and incorrect predictions to
make the policy loss more precise.

Maximizing the surrogate objective is equal to minimize the policy loss in
the context of reinforcement learning. In original PPO, ratio rt(θ) is adopted to
measure the change in policy and serves as a multiplication factor in the surro-
gate objective to encourage the policy to increase the probability of actions that
have a positive advantage, and decrease the probability of actions that have a
negative advantage. However, in label relevance ranking, determining the action
for a single state transition necessitates a comprehensive label sequence prob-
ability distribution. Consequently, if we employ the ratio calculation approach
from the original PPO, the ratio fails to encapsulate the change between the new
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and old policies, thereby inhibiting effective adjustment of the advantage within
the surrogate objective. This issue persists even when adopting the clipped ob-
jective function. Please refer to Sec. 5.3 for more experimental analysis. To solve
this problem, we propose partial order ratio r′t(θ) to provide a more suitable
adjustment for advantage in the surrogate objective. It is a function that de-
pends on the sign of Ât, the estimated advantage at time step t. In practice, we
utilize a small negative threshold δ instead of zero to stabilize the joint training
of LR2PPO framework. Specifically, r′t(θ) is formulated as:

r′t(θ) =

{
−Hpartial(p1t , p

2
t ) Ât ≥ δ

−Hpartial(p2t , p
1
t ) Ât < δ.

(8)

The proposed partial order ratio r′t(θ) encourages the model to correctly rank
the labels by penalizing incorrect orderings. In Eq. (8), assuming the advantage
Ât surpasses δ (i.e., Ât ≥ δ), the reward model favors the first label (scored p1t )
over the second (scored p2t ). If p1t > p2t , the absolute value of r′t(θ) falls below
m, lessening the penalty in Eq. (9). Conversely, if the advantage is below δ, the
opposite happens. The policy function loss of LR2PPO is formulated as:

LPF
LR2PPO

(θ) = −Et

(
r′t(θ)abs(Ât)

)
. (9)

In our design, the order of label pairs is adjusted based on the relative magni-
tude of the advantage Ât and δ. The absolute value function abs(·) in Eq. (9)
ensures that the advantage is always positive, reflecting the fact that moving a
more important label to a higher position is beneficial. At the same time, the
advantage is taken as an absolute value, indicating that after adjusting the order
of the labels, i.e., moving the more important label to the front (according to
the relative magnitude of the original advantage Ât and δ), the advantage can
maintain a positive value. In this way, policy loss can be more suitable for the
label relevance ranking task, ensuring the ranking performance of LR2PPO.

Meanwhile, as original PPO, the value function loss of LR2PPO is given by:

LV F
LR2PPO

(ω) = LV F (ω) = Et

[(
Vω(st)− V target

t

)2]
. (10)

This is the expected value at time step t of the squared difference between the
value function estimate Vω(st) and the target value function estimate V target

t ,
under the policy parameters θ. This loss function measures the discrepancy be-
tween the predicted and actual value functions, driving the model to better
estimate the expected return.

As original PPO, we utilize entropy bonus S(πθ) to encourage exploration by
maximizing the entropy of the policy, and employ KL penalty KLpenalty(πθold , πθ)
to constrain policy updates and to prevent large performance drops during op-
timization. Please refer to supplementary for more details. Finally, the overall
loss function of LR2PPO combines the policy function loss, the value function
loss, the entropy bonus, and the KL penalty for encouraging exploration:

LLR2PPO(θ, ω) =LPF
LR2PPO

(θ) + c1L
V F
LR2PPO

(ω)

− c2S(πθ) + c3KLpenalty(πθold , πθ), (11)
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where c1, c2 and c3 are hyper-parameter coefficients.
In summary, our LR2PPO algorithm leverages a combination of a label rel-

evance ranking base model, a reward model, and a critic model, trained in a
three-stage process. The algorithm is guided by a carefully designed loss func-
tion that encourages correct label relevance ranking, accurate value estimation,
sufficient exploration, and imposes a constraint on policy updates. The pseudo-
code of our LR2PPO is provided in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Label Relevance Ranking with Proximal Policy Optimization
(LR2PPO), Actor-Critic Style
Input: Policy network πθold , state value network Vωold , number of timesteps T , number

of trajectories in an iteration NTrajs, number of epochs K, minibatch size M
Output: Policy network parameter θ, state value network parameter ω
1: Initialization:
2: Initialize θold and ωold with base model and reward model
3: LOOP Process
4: for iteration = 1, 2, ... do
5: for ntraj = 1, 2, . . . , NTrajs do
6: Run policy πθold and state value network Vωold in environment for T timesteps
7: Compute advantage estimates Â1, . . . , ÂT according to Eq. (6)
8: end for
9: Compute joint loss LLR2PPO according to Eq. (11)

10: Optimize surrogate LLR2PPO with respect to θ and ω, with K epochs and mini-
batch size M ≤ NTrajs · T

11: θold ← θ, ωold ← ω
12: end for
13: return: θ, ω

4 Label Relevance Ranking Dataset

Our objective in this paper is to tackle the challenge of label relevance ranking
within multimodal scenarios, with the aim of better identifying salient and core
labels in these contexts. However, we find that existing label ranking datasets
are often designed with a focus on single-image inputs, lack text modality, and
their fixed label systems limit the richness and diversity of labels. Furthermore,
datasets related to Learning to Rank are typically tailored for tasks such as
document ranking, making them unsuitable for label relevance ranking tasks.

Our proposed method for multimodal label relevance ranking is primarily
designed for multimodal scenarios that feature a rich and diverse array of la-
bels, particularly in typical scenarios like video clips. In our search for suitable
datasets, we identify the MovieNet dataset as a rich source of multimodal video
data. However, the MovieNet dataset only provides image-level object label an-
notations, while the wealth of information available in movie video clips can be
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Method NDCG @ 1 NDCG@3 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@20

OV-based CLIP [47] 0.5523 0.5209 0.5271 0.6009 0.7612
MKT [23] 0.3517 0.3533 0.3765 0.4704 0.6774

LTR-based

PRM [45] 0.6320 0.6037 0.6083 0.6650 0.8022
DLCM [1] 0.6153 0.5807 0.5811 0.6310 0.7866
ListNet [9] 0.5947 0.5733 0.5787 0.6438 0.7872
GSF [2] 0.594 0.571 0.579 0.643 0.787

SetRank [44] 0.6337 0.6038 0.6125 0.6658 0.8030
RankFormer [8] 0.6350 0.6048 0.6108 0.6655 0.8033

Ours LR2PPO (S1) 0.6330 0.6018 0.6061 0.6667 0.8021
LR2PPO 0.6820 0.6714 0.6869 0.7628 0.8475

Table 1: State-of-the-art comparison for Label Relevance Ranking task on the LR-
MovieNet dataset. Bold indicates the best score.

used to extract a broad range of multimodal labels. To address this gap, we have
undertaken a process of further label extraction and cleaning from the MovieNet
dataset, with the aim of transforming the benchmark for label relevance rank-
ing. This process has allowed us to create a more comprehensive and versatile
dataset, better suited to the challenges of multimodal label relevance ranking.

Specifically, we select 3,206 clips from 219 videos in the MovieNet dataset [24].
For each movie clip, we extract frames from the video and input them into the
RAM model [58] to obtain image labels. Concurrently, we input the descriptions
of each movie clip into the LLaMa2 model [52] and extract correspoinding class
labels. These generated image and text labels are then filtered and modified
manually, which ensures that accurate and comprehensive annotations are se-
lected for the video clips. We also standardize each clip into 20 labels through
truncation or augmentation. As a result, we annotate 101,627 labels for 2,551
clips, with a total of 15,234 distinct label classes. We refer to the new benchmark
obtained from our further annotation of the MovieNet dataset as LRMovieNet
(Label Relevance of MovieNet).

5 Experiments

5.1 Experiments Setup

LRMovieNet Dataset To assess the effectiveness of our approach, we conduct
experiments using the LRMovieNet dataset. After obtaining image and text
labels, we split the video dataset into source and target domains based on video
label types. As label relevance ranking focuses on multimodal input, we partition
the domains from a label perspective. To highlight label differences, we divide the
class label set by video genres. Notably, there is a significant disparity between
head and long-tail genres. Thus, we use the number of clips per genre to guide
the partitioning. Specifically, we rank genres by the number of clips and divide
them into sets SP and SQ. Set SP includes genres with more clips, while set SQ

includes those with fewer clips (i.e., long-tail genres).
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Method NDCG @ 1 NDCG@3 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@20

PRM [45] 0.5726 0.5804 0.5973 0.6407 0.7603
DLCM [1] 0.5983 0.6025 0.6125 0.6797 0.7744
ListNet [9] 0.5449 0.5575 0.5699 0.6324 0.7467
GSF [2] 0.6004 0.6265 0.6471 0.7054 0.7892

SetRank [44] 0.5299 0.5380 0.5555 0.6083 0.7365
RankFormer [8] 0.5684 0.5511 0.5643 0.6164 0.7458

LR2PPO 0.6496 0.6830 0.7033 0.7710 0.8240
Table 2: State-of-the-art comparison on traditional datasets for label relevance ranking
on the MSLR-Web10K → MQ2008 transfering task.

We designate labels in set SQ as the target domain and the difference between
labels in sets SP and SQ as the source domain, achieving domain partitioning
while maintaining label diversity between domains. For source domain labels,
we manually assign relevance categories (high, medium, low) based on their
relevance to video clip content. For target domain labels, we randomly sample
5%-40% of label pairs and annotate their relative order based on their relevance
to the video clip content. To evaluate our label relevance ranking algorithm, we
also annotate the test set in the target domain with high, medium, and low
relevance categories for the labels. We obtain 2551/2206/1000 video clips for the
first stage/second stage/test split. The first stage data contains 10393 distinct
labels, while the second stage and validation set contain 4841 different labels.
MSLR-WEB10k → MQ2008 To demonstrate the generalizability of our
method, we further conduct experiments on traditional LTR datasets. In this
transfer learning scenario, we use MSLR-WEB10k as the source domain and
MQ2008 as the target domain, based on datasets introduced by Qin and Liu [46].
Evaluation Metrics We use the NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain) metric as the evaluation metric for multimodal label relevance ranking.
For each video clip, we compute NDCG@k for the top k labels.

5.2 State-of-the-art Comparison

LRMovieNet Dataset We compare LR2PPO with previous state-of-the-art
LTR methods, reporting NDCG metrics for the LRMovieNet dataset. Results
of LTR-based methods are reproduced based on the paper description, since
the original models can not be directly applied to this task. As seen in Tab. 1,
LR2PPO significantly outperforms previous methods. Meanwhile, compared to
the first-stage model LR2PPO (S1), the final LR2PPO achieves consistent im-
provement of over 3% at different NDCG@k. Open-vocabulary (OV) based meth-
ods, such as CLIP and MKT, utilize label confidence for the ranking of labels,
exhibiting relatively poor performance. Furthermore, these models solely focus
on specific objects, thus perform inadequately when dealing with semantic in-
formation. LTR-based methods shows superiority over OV-based ones. However,
they are not originally designed for ranking for labels, especially when transfer-
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Annotation Proportion Reward Model Accuracy NDCG@1 NDCG@3 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@20

0% - 0.6330 0.6018 0.6061 0.6667 0.8021
5% 0.7697 0.6787 0.6581 0.6770 0.7514 0.8416
10% 0.7757 0.6820 0.6714 0.6869 0.7628 0.8475
20% 0.7837 0.6800 0.6784 0.6980 0.7667 0.8506
40% 0.7866 0.6830 0.6682 0.6877 0.7617 0.8467

Table 3: Stage 2 and 3 results with different annotation proportions in target domain.
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Fig. 3: NDCG curves during training. (a) PPO with different ratio design. Original
ratio in PPO is not applicable to the definitions of state and action in the ranking
task, leading to a training collapse, while our proposed partial order ratio solves this
problem. (b) PPO with different thresholds δ in r′t(θ). A small negative threshold
δ = −0.1 stabilizes the training, leading to superior performance.

ring to a new scenario. In contrast, our LR2PPO model allows the base model
to interact with the environment and optimize over unlabeled data, resulting in
superior performance compared to other baseline models.
MSLR-WEB10k → MQ2008 Comparison on LTR datasets are shown in
Tab. 2. It can concluded that our proposed LR2PPO method surpasses previous
LTR methods significantly when performing transfer learning on LTR datasets.

5.3 Ablation Studies

Annotation Proportion in Target Domain To explore the influence of
the annotation proportion of ordered pairs in the target domain, we adjust the
annotation proportion during the training of the reward model in stage 2. Subse-
quently, we adopt the adjusted reward model when training the entire LR2PPO
framework in stage 3. The accuracy of the reward model in the second stage
and the NDCG metric in the third stage are reported in Tab. 3. The proportion
of 10% achieves relatively high reward model accuracy and ultimate ranking
relevance, while maintaining limited annotation.
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Wladek goes to the emergency address he was given, where he surprisingly meets

Dorota, who is now married, pregnant, and her brother dead. Dorota and her

husband hide Wladek in another vacant apartment, where there is a piano, but his

new caretaker, Szalas, is very slack about smuggling in food, and Wladyslaw once

more faces starvation, and at one point almost dies of jaundice. Dorota and her

husband visit him, finding him gravely ill. They report that Szalas had been

collecting money from generous and unwitting donors and had pocketed it all,

leaving Wladek to die in isolation.

smuggling in food | seriously ill | slack off | husband | caretaker

to raise funds | seriously ill | slack off | caretaker |  apartment

apartment |   visit |  paper |    room | movie

𝐿𝑅2PPO 

PRM 

CLIP 

14.0 12.2 10.8 10.6 10.5NDCG@5 = 0.84 

NDCG@5 = 0.74 1.79 1.75 1.60 1.59 1.55

NDCG@5: 0.65 0.982 0.973 0.973 0.967 0.961

Enraged, Diane hired Joe, a hit-man, to kill Camilla. Diane paid Joe the cash and

showed him Camilla's headshot at Winkie's, where a waitress named Betty served

them and a customer Diane dreamt as Dan watched them arrange the hit. Joe tells

Diane that once he has completed the job, he will leave a blue key in her apartment -

- the exact key that Diane has now found.

apartment  |      cash       | customer  |    enraged     |       key

customer | coffee shop | apartment | enraged | dining room

coffee | apartment |   hair |     refer to    | coffee shop

𝐿𝑅2PPO 

PRM 

CLIP 

11.5 10.6 10.6 10.4 10.1NDCG@5 = 0.91 

NDCG@5 = 0.53 1.63 1.24 1.18 1.01 0.910

NDCG@5: 0.43 0.989 0.985 0.985 0.984 0.979

Fig. 4: Comparison between LR2PPO and other state-of-the-art ranking methods. The
red, blue and green labels listed after the method represent low, medium and high in
ground truth, respectively. The value below each label represents the corresponding
relevance score. Best viewed in color and zoomed in.

Partial Order Ratio As shown in Fig. 3a, partial order ratio shows stability
in training and achieves better NDCG, in contrast to the original ratio in PPO,
which experiences a training collapse. This result indicates that the original ratio
in PPO may not be directly applicable in the setting of label relevance ranking,
thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed partial order ratio.
Hyper-parameters Sensitivity Here, we investigate the impact of the thresh-
old δ in Eq. (8). As shown in Fig. 3b, negative thresholds −0.1 achieves better
NDCG scores, while improving the robustness of training procedure in stage 3.
Refer to supplementary for more details.

5.4 Qualitative Assessment

To clearly reveal the effectiveness of our method, we visualize the label relevance
ranking prediction results of the LR2PPO algorithm and other state-of-the-art
OV-based or LTR-based methods on some samples in the LRMovieNet test set.
Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the LR2PPO algorithm and CLIP and
PRM. For a set of video frame sequences and a plot text description, as well as a
set of labels, we compare the ranking results of different methods based on label
relevance for the given label set, and list the top 5 high relevance labels predicted
by each method. Compared with CLIP and PRM, our method ranks more high
relevance labels at the top and low relevance labels at the bottom. The results
show that our method can better rank the labels based on the relevance between
the label and the multimodal input, to more accurately obtain high-value labels.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we prove the pivotal role of label relevance in label tasks, and
propose a novel approach, named LR2PPO, to effectively mine the partial order
relations and apply label relevance ranking, especifically for a new scenario.
To evaluate the performance of the method, a new benchmark dataset, named
LRMovieNet, is proposed. Experimental results on this dataset and other LTR
datasets validate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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A PPO Algorithm

In this section, we provide a detailed explanation of the original Proximal Policy
Optimization (PPO) algorithm, as proposed by Schulman et al. [49]. The PPO
algorithm is defined by three key loss functions: the policy function loss, the value
function loss, and the entropy bonus. In Sec. 3.2 of the main paper, we present the
concept of the target value function estimate V target

t and the advantage estimate
Ât at time step t. Building upon this, we proceed to introduce the details of the
PPO algorithm.

Formally, rt(θ) is defined as the ratio of the action probability under the
policy πθ to the action probability under the old policy πθold :

rt(θ) =
πθ(at|st)
πθold(at|st)

. (A.1)

Subsequently, the policy function loss, denoted as LPF(θ), is computed based on
the policy parameters θ:

LPF (θ) = −Et

(
rt(θ)Ât

)
. (A.2)

To prevent the policy from changing too drastically in a single update, the PPO
algorithm typically employs a clipped formation of policy loss:

LCPF (θ) = −Et

[
min

(
rt(θ)Ât, clip

(
rt(θ), 1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ

)
Ât

)]
. (A.3)
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The value function loss, denoted as LV F (ω), has also been defined in Sec. 3.2 of
the main paper.

The entropy bonus, denoted as S(πθ), is defined as:

S(πθ) = Et

[∑
at

−πθ(at|st) log πθ(at|st)

]
. (A.4)

This is the expected value at time step t of the sum over all possible actions of
the product of the action probability under the policy πθ and the logarithm of
the action probability under the policy πθ. This term encourages exploration by
maximizing the entropy of the policy. Ultimately, the total loss of PPO can be
defined as:

L′(θ) = LCPF (θ) + c′1L
V F (ω)− c′2S(πθ), (A.5)

where c′1 and c′2 represent adjustable hyperparameters, which can be tuned to
optimize the performance of the model.

In many cases, instead of using the clipped policy loss form in Eq. (A.3), the
PPO algorithm incorporates a KL penalty term in the overall loss to prevent
overly large policy updates that could lead to instability or performance drops
in the learning process. The KL penalty, denoted as KLpenalty, is formulated as:

KLpenalty(πθold , πθ) = Et[KL(πθold(at|st), πθ(at|st))], (A.6)

where KL(·, ·) represents the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. Thereby, the
overall loss function, denoted as L′′(θ), is a combination of the four aforemen-
tioned loss functions. It is computed as:

L′′(θ) = LPF (θ) + c′′1L
V F (ω)− c′′2S(πθ) + c′′3KLpenalty(πθold , πθ). (A.7)

Here, the hyperparameters c′′1 ,c′′2 and c′′3 are used to balance the contributions of
the four components to the overall loss, and are typically determined through
empirical tuning.

B LR2PPO Algorithm

The joint training of Label Relevance Ranking with Proximal Policy Optimiza-
tion (LR2PPO) framework is illustrated in Algorithm B.1. Note that the defini-
tions of entropy bonus S(πθ) and KL penalty KLpenalty(πθold , πθ) are the same
as the original PPO. (See Eq. (A.4) and Eq. (A.6).)

C Experiments

C.1 More Details about LRMovieNet Dataset

Prompts to Extract Text Labels When generating textual labels from scene
description in each movie clip of MovieNet [24] dataset, we feed the following
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Algorithm B.1 Label Relevance Ranking with Proximal Policy Optimization
(LR2PPO), Full Procedure
Require: T = Maximal state transition timestep length, NTrajs = Number of state

transition trajectories collected as training data in a training iteration, K = Num-
ber of learning epochs in a training iteration, NIters = Number of training iterations,
weighting factors c1, c2 and c3, M = Minibatch size, γ = Discount factor through
timesteps, m = Margin in partial order function, δ = Threshold when calculating
partial order ratio

Ensure: πθ, Vω

1: πθ ← newActorNet (), Vω ← newCriticNet (), optimizer ← newOptimizer (πθ, Vω)
2: env ← Muitimodal input and corresponding labels ▷ Environment of label

relevance ranking task
3: num_batches = ⌊NTrajs·T

M
⌋ ▷ Number of batches in a training iteration

4: for niter = 1, 2, . . . , NIters do
5: train_data ← []

// Produce training data.
6: for nk = 1, 2, . . . , NTrajs do
7: st=0 ← env.randomlySampleLabelPair () ▷ Randomly sample pair of labels

as initial state
// Let actor interact with environment and collect training data:

8: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
9: at ← πθ. generate_action (st)

10: πθold (at | st)← πθ. distribution.get_probability (at) ▷ Old action logits
11: st+1, rt ← env.step (at) ▷ Transition state and get reward
12: train_data ← train_data +tuple (st, at, rt, πθold (at | st))
13: end for

// Calculate and collect target value and advantage at timestep t
14: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
15: Vωold(sT )← Vω.get_value(sT )
16: Vωold(st)← Vω.get_value(st)
17: V target

t = rt + γrt+1 + γ2rt+2 + . . .+ γT−t−1rT−1 + γT−tVωold (sT ) ▷
Target Value

18: Ât = V target
t − Vωold (st) ▷ Estimated advantage

19: train_data [(nk−1)·T+t]← train_data [(nk−1)·T+t]+tuple
(
At, V

target
t

)
20: end for
21: end for
22: optimizer.resetGradients (πθ, Vω)

// Update trainable parameters θ and ω for E epochs:
23: for epoch = 1, 2, . . . ,K do
24: train_data ← randomizeOrder(train_data)
25: for batch_index = 1, 2, . . ., num_batches do
26: Ebatch ← getNextBatch(train_data, batch_index, M) ▷ Get minibatch

for training
27: for example e ∈ Ebatch do
28: st, at, rt, πθold (at | st) , Ât, V

target
t ← unpack(e)

29: _← πθ.generate_action (st) ▷ Parameterization of policy
30: πθ (at | st)← πθ. distribution.get_probability (st) ▷ Action logits
31: p1t , p

2
t ← unpack(πθ (at | st)) ▷ Action_logit for each label in the label

pair
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32: r′t(θ) =

{
−max(0,m− (p1t − p2t )), Ât ≥ δ

−max(0,m− (p2t − p1t )), Ât < δ
▷ Partial order ratio

33: end for
34: LPF

LR2PPO
(θ) = − 1

|M|
∑

t∈{1,2,...,|M|} r
′
t(θ) abs(Ât) ▷ Policy loss

35: LV F
LR2PPO

(ω) = 1
|M|

∑
t∈{1,2,...,|M|}

(
Vω(st)− V target

t

)2
▷ Value loss

36: S(πθ) = − 1
|M|

∑
t∈1,2,...,|M|

∑
at

πθ(at|st) log πθ(at|st) ▷ Entropy bonus
37: KLpenalty(πθold , πθ) =

1
|M|

∑
t∈1,2,...,|M| KL(πθold(at|st), πθ(at|st)) ▷ KL

penalty
38: LLR2PPO(θ, ω) = LPF

LR2PPO
(θ) + c1L

V F
LR2PPO

(ω) − c2S(πθ) +
c3KLpenalty(πθold , πθ) ▷ Total loss

39: optimizer.backpropagate (πθ, Vω, LLR2PPO(θ, ω))
40: optimizer.updateTrainableParameters (πθ, Vω)
41: end for
42: end for
43: end for
44: return: πθ, Vω

prompts into LLaMa2 [52] to obtain event labels and entity labels, respectively.
(1) Event labels: “Below is an instruction that describes a task. Write a response
that appropriately completes the request. ### Instruction: Use descriptive lan-
guage tags consisting of less than three words each to capture events without en-
tities in the following sentence: {sentence} Please seperate the labels by numbers
and DO NOT return sentence. ### Response:” (2) Entity labels: “Below is an
instruction that describes a task. Write a response that appropriately completes
the request. ### Instruction: Use descriptive language tags consisting of less
than three words each to capture entities in the following sentence: {sentence}
Please seperate the labels by numbers and DO NOT return sentence. ### Re-
sponse: ”. The produced text labels and image labels (by RAM model [58]), are
subsequently screened and manually adjusted.
Statistics of LRMovieNet Dataset To better understand the overall distri-
bution of LRMovieNet, we provide histograms of its statistics in several dimen-
sions, which are displayed in Fig. C.1. Specifically, Fig. C.1 (a) shows the total
number of video clips in all videos of different genres, Fig. C.1 (b) displays the
number of label classes in different genres, and Fig. C.1 (c) provides the num-
ber of labels with different frequencies in the entire LRMovieNet dataset. The
details of Fig. C.1 (a) and Fig. C.1 (b) are listed in Tab. C.1a and Tab. C.1b,
respectively.
Samples of LRMovieNet Dataset To illustrate the variation of types (e.g .,
objects, attributes, scenes, character identities) and semantic levels (e.g ., gen-
eral, specific, abstract) in LRMovieNet, we provide some training samples in
Fig. C.2. These samples also serve to clarify the process of label relevance cat-
egories annotation and the annotated partial order label pairs. The annotated
label relevance categories in the source domain are used to train the relevance
ranking base model in the first stage. Subsequently, the partial order label pairs
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Fig. C.1: Data statistics of LRMovieNet.

Genre Index Genre Name Clips Count

0 Drama 1765
1 Action 1224
2 Thriller 1154
3 Sci-Fi 869
4 Crime 829
5 Adventure 814
6 Comedy 562
7 Mystery 525
8 Fantasy 520
9 Romance 427
10 Biography 232
11 War 171
12 Horror 147
13 Family 140
14 History 132
15 Music 82
16 Western 66
17 Sport 51
18 Musical 21

(a) Details about clips count in different gen-
res

Genre Index Genre Name Classes Count

0 Drama 10088
1 Action 7923
2 Thriller 7573
3 Sci-Fi 6315
4 Adventure 5999
5 Crime 5542
6 Comedy 4933
7 Fantasy 4468
8 Mystery 4277
9 Romance 3688
10 Biography 2443
11 War 1879
12 Horror 1658
13 History 1652
14 Family 1543
15 Music 1191
16 Western 872
17 Sport 757
18 Musical 446

(b) Details about label classes count in dif-
ferent genres

Table C.1: Details about number of video clips and label classes in all videos of
different genres in LRMovieNet.

in the target domain (along with label pairs augmented from the source domain)
are employed to train the reward model in the second stage. This reward model
then guides the joint training of LR2PPO in the third stage.

C.2 Metrics

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of our label relevance ranking algo-
rithm using the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) metric, which
is widely adopted in information retrieval and recommender systems.

To better comprehend the NDCG metric, let’s first introduce the concept of
relevance scores. These scores, denoted as reli, are assigned to the item (label) at
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(a) Source Domain
Meanwhile, Brad is working at his new job, the bottom rung on the high school

scale of after-school employment: a convenience store called Mi-T-Mart. Spicoli

walks in and tries to make a purchase while fumbling with pocket change. He then

asks to use the bathroom. A robber pulls up, walks in the door, sprays the security

camera, pulls out a pistol and tells Brad to give him all the money in the safe. Brad

gets very nervous, and cannot open the safe, but then his fear turn into anger as he

mouths off to the armed robber, wishing that he would just die, as Brad sees this as

just one more rotten episode in his disintegrating life. Spicoli walks out of the

bathroom and inadvertently distracts the thief just long enough for a furious Brad to

throw a pot of hot coffee in the robber's face, jump over the counter, take his gun

away and capture the would-be thief as the criminal's getaway car peels out the

parking lot, making Brad a local hero, at least in Spicoli's eyes.

thief distracted | gun taken away  |  getaway car |  change

security camera   |  hot coffee  |   new job | cannot open safe

robber |   convenience store |  local hero  |  criminal escapes

Low 

Medium 

High 

Following the explosion, a congregation of Norsefire's elite meets in a secret

conference with Adam Sutler, his face projected on a large screen. Included are

Inspector Eric Finch of the police, Roger Dascomb of television broadcasting, Brian

Etheridge of the auditory surveillance system, Peter Creedy of the secret police, and

Conrad Heyer of the CCTV. Effectively and respectively, they make up the nose,

mouth, ears, fingers, and eyes of the government, with Sutler sitting at the brain.

Sutler decrees that the destruction of The Old Bailey is to be announced as an

impromptu demolition project to make way for a new building while an

investigation ensues to find out who the man in the Fawkes mask is. While V's

remains a mystery, Evey's identity is quickly discovered thanks to video surveillance

and Sutler demands her capture and interrogation.

television broadcaster | new building  |  government mouth

interrogation  |  video surveillance  |  demand arrest | big screen

secret conference |   elite |  mystery identity  |   mask man

Low 

Medium 

High 

(b) Target Domain
Kevin Lomax (Keanu Reeves) is a successful defense attorney in Gainesville,

Florida. After successfully defending a high school teacher, Gettys, who is accused

of molesting a young girl named Barbara (Heather Matarazzo). He is celebrating

with his wife Mary Ann (Charlize Theron) when he is approached by a

representative for a New York law firm, Leamon Heath (Ruben Santiago-Hudson).

The Lomaxes go to New York, and Kevin proves his expertise while picking a jury.

A sharply-dressed John Milton (Al Pacino) watches him from afar. The next day,

Kevin receives word that Gettys has been acquitted. More so, the jury only

deliberated for 38 minutes before bringing in the verdict.

success

lawyer

girl

crowd

court

| girl

| celebrate

| represent

| success

| crowd

> crowd

> podium

>     crowd

> faucet

> suit

> architecture  

> police 

> microphone 

> clothing 

> architecture

Ralph drives Pamela to Disneyland and they park on the property. Walt Disney

greets them, exciting Ralph who has never met him in person; Pamela is not

impressed though. The two walk through the park where young fans ask for Walt's

autograph. Walt gives out pre-signed pictures, his method of dealing with attention

when he goes to the park. Walt encourages the crowd to get Pamela's signature too

and even though they happily offer her something to sign, she mockingly rejects

them (possibly implying a case of inferiority complex).

amusement park

fans

crowd

rejects requests

inferiority complex

| driver

| autograph

| amusement park

| laugh at

| driver

> seat 

> inferiority complex

> laugh at 

> wheel 

> garden

> vehicle

> exciting

> black

> vehicle

> garden

Fig. C.2: Annotated training samples in source and target domains. The red, blue and
green labels listed in the upper subfigure represent low, medium and high in ground
truth in the source domain, respectively. For each label pair in the lower subfigure, the
left label are more relevant than the right in accordance with the video episode context
(i.e., descriptions and frames). Best viewed in color and zoomed in.

position i. Based on their relevance levels, the manually annotated labels in the
test set are assigned these scores: labels with high, medium, and low relevance
are given scores of 2, 1, and 0, respectively. Next, we define the Discounted
Cumulative Gain (DCG) at position k as follows:

DCG@k =

k∑
i=1

2reli − 1

log2 (i+ 1)
, (C.1)

where reli is the relevance score of the item at position i. The DCG metric
measures the gain of a ranking algorithm by considering both the relevance of
the items and their positions in the ranking.

To obtain the Ideal Discounted Cumulative Gain (IDCG) at position k, we
first rank the items by their relevance scores in descending order and then cal-
culate the DCG for this ideal ranking:

IDCG@k =

k∑
i=1

2rel
∗
i − 1

log2 (i+ 1)
, (C.2)

where rel∗i is the relevance score of the item (label) at position i in the ideal
ranking. The IDCG represents the maximum possible DCG for a given query.

Finally, we compute the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)
at position k by dividing the DCG by the IDCG to ensure that it lies between
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0 and 1:
NDCG@k =

DCG@k

IDCG@k
. (C.3)

A value of 1 indicates a perfect ranking, while a value of 0 indicates the worst
possible ranking. The normalization also allows for the comparison of NDCG
values across different video clips, as it accounts for the varying number of labels.

C.3 Implementation Details

We leverage published Vision Transformer [17] and Roberta [39] weights to ini-
tialize the parameters of vision encoder and language encoder, respectively. The
parameters of the two encoders are fixed during three training stages. The coef-
ficients c1 and c2 in Eq. (11) are set to 1, 1× 10−3, respectively. The coefficient
c3 of KL penalty in Eq. (11) is set to 1× 10−3. In our implementation, the KL
penalty is subtracted from the reward, instead of being directly included in the
joint loss. In this way, the policy is still updated based on the expected return,
but the return is adjusted based on the policy change. This allows the algorithm
to explore more freely while still being penalized for large policy changes, leading
to more effective exploration and potentially higher overall returns. γ in the def-
inition of V target

t is set to 0. β in Eq. (3) is set to 0.3. Margin mR in Eq. (4) and
margin m in Eq. (7) are both set to 1, and δ in Eq. (8) is set to −0.1. AdamW
optimizer is adopted for all optimized networks in three training stages, with
learning rate 2 × 10−5 in the first and second training stages and 1 × 10−3 in
the third training stage. We train the first two stages for 15 epochs, respectively.
In Algorithm B.1, T is set to 1, NTrajs is set to 200, K is set to 1, NIters is
set to 412, M is set to 24. During the training of stage 2, only 10% of ordered
annotation pairs is used. In stage 3, 40% of randomly sampled pairs without
annotation is utilized to train the LR2PPO framework, with the guidance of the
reward model trained in stage 2. We use four V100 GPUs, each with 32GB of
memory, to train the models. In comparison experiments, we utilize “There is a
{label} in the scene” as textual prompt for both CLIP [47] and MKT [23].

C.4 More Ablation Studies about LR2PPO

Classification and regression. The relevance between each label and the mul-
timodal input are annotated into high, medium and low (with scores 2, 1, 0, re-
spectively). We adopt regression instead of classification for better performance
and convenience in the latter stages. The results of classification in stage 1 (S1-
CLS) are listed in Tab. C.2. We contribute the performance gap between classi-
fication (S1-CLS) and regression (S1) to the need to fully rank in the task. The
predicted logits of classification need to be weighted to form the final relevance
score, which hinders its performance. Regression scores are more suitable for
ranking compared to classification logits.
Results w/o stage 1. The results of omitting stage 1 (w/o S1) are listed in
Tab. C.2. LR2PPO achieves better performance since it starts learning from the
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source domain pretrained model, whose parameters more coincide with the rank-
ing task, while LR2PPO (w/o S1) starts from the officially pretrained ViT [17]
and Roberta [39].

Method NDCG @ 1 NDCG@3 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@20

LR2PPO (S1-CLS) 0.6077 0.5988 0.5998 0.6601 0.7981
LR2PPO (S1) 0.6330 0.6018 0.6061 0.6667 0.8021

LR2PPO (w/o S1) 0.6750 0.6583 0.6781 0.7529 0.8432
LR2PPO 0.6820 0.6714 0.6869 0.7628 0.8475

Table C.2: More ablation studies on LRMovieNet.

C.5 More Hyper-parameters Sensitivity Analysis

Here, we conduct experimental analysis on the hyperparameters of the LR2PPO
algorithm, namely margin mR in reward model training, margin m and hyper-
parameter c1 in joint training of LR2PPO. (See Eq. (4), Eq. (7), and Eq. (11)
in the main paper.) The results are shown in Fig. C.3. It can be observed that
the final performance of LR2PPO is not sensitive to the variations of these hy-
perparameters, indicating the stability of our method.
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Fig. C.3: Results with different margins mR, m, and hyperparameter c1.

C.6 Training Curves

To better illustrate the changes during the training process of the LR2PPO algo-
rithm, we have plotted the training curves of various variables against iterations.
These are displayed in Fig. C.4. Fig. C.4a to Fig. C.4m represent the training
curves for the third stage, while C.4n and C.4o correspond to the training curves
for the second and first stages, respectively. The reward and value curves, along
with the NDCG curves in the third training stage, all exhibit an upward trend,
while the policy loss and value loss show a downward trend. All of these obser-
vations validate the effectiveness of the LR2PPO learning process.
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Fig. C.4: Training curves of LR2PPO.
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